
This month’s feature… 
 

La Mano Pottery  
 
New Yorkers strolling down 26th Street in 
Chelsea may have recently noticed a 
potter throwing at the wheel in the 
storefront gallery of La Mano Pottery.  This 
full service ceramic studio moved into its 

new space about a year ago and co-owner Peggy Clarke is 
thrilled with the abundance of space and the proximity to 
the hubbub of the street that it offers.  Clarke describes La 
Mano as an artistic community that is “all about clay.”  
Beginners and experts, young and old, students and resident 
artists – all come together in this vibrant space that 
highlights the creative process from conception, to 
execution, to presentation. 
 
Thirteen years 
ago, Clark and 
her colleagues, 
Diane Waller and 
Julie Hadley, 
came together 
“by luck and 
fortune.”  Each 
was seeking the 
relaxation and 
peace of artistic expression and sought out clay classes.  
Their enthusiasm and involvement grew and eventually they 
joined with a group of artists to purchase the business.  
They have been sole owners for over four years.  Today, La 
Mano offers a wide range of classes and workshops at all 
levels of instruction.  Over 50 resident artists call the space 
home and many of them teach there.  Clarke says that this 
mix of professional artists and students contributes to the 
supportive nature of the La Mano community.  “I think we 
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have the right balance of beginners and experienced 
potters,” she says.  “A common love of clay is what brings 
us together.” 
 
The educational offerings at La 
Mano reach a wide audience.  
Intro Workshops allow the 
inexperienced to spend 2 ½ 
hours in a hands-on, intensive 
“trial” class in either hand 
building or wheel throwing.  
Offered in the evening, these 
classes appeal to a younger demographic looking for social 
and creative experiences.  More traditional 8-week classes 
are offered for adults, teens, and children.  There are 
parent/child workshops and summer programs for school 
children, in addition to private lessons for the more serious 

student.  Unique to La Mano are 
classes in silver clay.  This medium 
enables jewelry makers to use the 
flexibility of clay in the design 
process.  Pure silver, mixed with 
water and a binding agent, is rolled, 
stamped and formed into beads, 
buttons, and medallions.  The firing 
process, at a low 1,250-degree 
temperature, is fast and leaves a 
99.9% pure silver result. 

 
Clarke considers the move to the 26th Street storefront a 
significant milestone in La Mano’s history.  The new facility 
offers three times the space of the old, on two levels, and is 
very airy.  A hand-building area is equipped with two slab 
rollers and an extruder and the throwing area has 24 electric 
pottery wheels.  Five electric kilns, firing to cone 06 for 
bisque and 5 for glaze, allow for regular firings of students’ 
and artists’ pieces. Clarke says, “The addition of the 
storefront gallery space makes all the difference.  It puts us 
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in a position to give back to the New York/New 
Jersey/Connecticut art community by being able to present 
important shows and highlight important artists.”   
 
La Mano is launching its “Visiting Scholar Program” this 
March with potter Simon Leach as the first guest.  A noted 
British potter, Leach follows his father and grandfather in 

the medium.  He will 
be introduced to the 
community at an 
opening reception on 
March 8 and at a 
daylong workshop the 
following day.  An 
exhibit of his work will 
be featured in the 
gallery through March 
31.  (See our News 
and Events page [link] 

for details.)  Many local potters, who 
know Simon Leach through his online 

instructive videos, are thrilled to be able to engage in person 
through Leach’s first New York City workshop. Clarke sees 
the new space as an opportunity to show and celebrate 
ceramic art, with visiting scholars bringing new learning 
experiences to the La Mano students and engaging the 
community with exhibits and openings.  
 
Each year La Mano 
presents “October Fest,” in 
which mugs made by 
ceramicists from La Mano 
are sold at a festive event.  
The mugs are filled with 
beer (or root beer for the 
non-imbibers) and range 
from rudimentary beginner 
vessels to valuable pieces 
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of art by noted ceramicists.  Hundreds are sold at this 
popular event.  The December Holiday Store highlights La 
Mano’s resident artists and studio potters and offers a 
commercial outlet for their work.  Clarke sees events like 
these, along with a full calendar of visiting scholars, as ways 
to draw attention to the importance and pleasures of 
working with clay.  She says, “We are a haven for so many.  
People come for so many different reasons, all bringing their 
creativity and resources and applying them to clay.”  With 

the new gallery drawing 
people in from the street – 
either through beautiful 
Simon Leach pots or a La 
Mano student throwing a pot 
– the vitality of La Mano 
seems assured for many 
years to come. 
 
 
For more information, visit 
www.lamanopottery.com  
 
 


